
 
Attributes 

 

Emotional 
State 

 aggressive alarmed angry annoyed 

arrogant bitter bossy brave charming 

cheerful compassionate confident confused controlling 

cowardly cruel crying defensive delighted 

depressed desperate determined disappointed disgusted 

dishonest embarrassed enthusiastic excited fearful 

frustrated grateful greedy grief-
stricken grumpy 

happy horrified humble humiliated jealous 
lonely loving malicious nasty nervous 

offended outraged quarrelsome regretful relieved 

resentful sad scared scornful shocked 
surprise suspicious upset vengeful violent 
worried     

 
 

 
Interactions 

 

accuses advises agrees with apologizes 
to argues with arrests 

asks asks out avoids believes 
in 

bids farewell 
to 

breaks up 
with breaks news to 

bullies buys from calls on phone catches up 
with comforts complains to 

compliments confides in congratulates courts dances with defends 

demands dies for disrespects disagrees with dismisses eats with 



embraces encourages explains to fights with flatters follows 

gives 
permission gives to gives gift to gives birth goes 

with gossips with 

grabs greets gropes hides from hides item 
from hits on 

hits holds in 
arms hugs ignores invites introduces 

kisses leads leave together lies to listens to makes love to 

manipulates meets mocks negotiates 
with 

offers to 
help orders 

passes in the 
street pays plays with hangs out 

with promises proposes to 

raises 
money for reads to reassures rejects reminds refuses help 

restrains returns for returns gift to runs to saves scoffs at 

scolds sells house 
for sells to sends away serves sets free 

shoots shows smiles at snaps at Socializes 
with steals from 

stops suspicious 
of talks to teaches teases tells story to 

texts touches thanks threatens visits walk with 

watches waves at whispers 
to 

wishes 
ill 
 

works with write to yells at 

flirts with pushes takes 
care of     

 
 

Relationships (movie-level KG) 
 

Family-based relationship Description 
Child of X is a child of Y  
Sibling of X and Y are siblings   
Parent of X is a parent of Y   



Grandparent of X is a grandparent of Y   
Grandchild of X is a grandchild of Y   
Spouse of X and Y are spouse   
life partner of X and Y are life partners   
Engaged to X and Y are engaged   
Cousin of X and Y are cousins   
aunt/uncle of X is an aunt/uncle of Y   
daughter/son-in-law of X is a daughter/son-in-law of Y   
mother/father-in-law of X is a mother/father-in-law of Y   
Ancestor of X is an ancestor of Y   
Descendant of X is a descendant of Y   
Divorced to X is no longer married to Y   
ex partner of X is not in special relation anymore to Y   
other family Other family (blood/marriage) relationships 
Work-related relationships Description 
supervisor of X is Y's supervisor   
employee of X is employed by Y   
employer of X is an employer of Y   
Colleague of X and Y are colleagues   
Collaborates with X and Y are collaborators   
Mentor of X is Y's mentor   
knows by reputation X knows Y by reputation   
Influences X influences Y 
Apprentice of X is Y's apprentice   
influenced by X is influenced by Y   
doctor of X is a doctor and treating directly patient Y   
teacher of X teaches directly in an education facility or similar to  

student(s) Y   
works at X works at entity Y   
customer of X frequently purchases goods or services from person Y  

  
Friendship/romantic 
relationships 

Description 

Acquaintance of X knows Y well, but short of friendship 
Friend of X is a friend of Y  
antagonist X is an antagonist of Y   



stranger X and Y are strangers   
dislikes X dislikes Y  
ambivalent of x has a mixed feelings or emotions towards Y   
bullies Habitually seeks to harm another person they see as vulnerable 
would like to know X would like to know Y   
in relationship with X in a romantic relationship with Y  
lives with X lives with Y   
lost contact with X lost contact with Y 
Neighbor of X and Y are neighbors   
has met X has met Y whether in passing or longer   
knows in passing X has slight or superficial knowledge of Y   
responsible for X has control over a person or entity   
takes care of X keeps someone or something safe and provided for   
engages with X makes an effort to understand or deal with a person or  

concept 
controlled by X is controlled by a person or a concept Y   
Roommate X and Y are roommates 
having an affair X and Y are having an affair 
Enemy of X is an enemy of Y 
Knows of X has knowledge of Y 
Life partner of X is a life partner of Y 

 
Person-place relationships 

 
Description 

attends X is usually present at an event, meeting, or function   
doctor at X works as a doctor in a medical facility Y   
nurse at X works as a nurse in a medical facility Y   
patient at X is being treated in medical facility Y   
guard at X watches over in order to protect or control entity Y   
inmate at X is confined to an institution such as a prison or hospital   
ex-inmate at X is no longer, but was formerly, confined to an institution   
manages X is in charge of, administers, or runs an entity   
owns X possesses ownership of an entity Y   
religious leader at X leads religious prayers as a professional job at  

religious facility Y   
principal at X has the highest authority in an organization, institution,  

or group   



residence of X is the place of residence of Y   
shops at X do shopping and regularly buy goods from entity Y   
socializes at X participates in social activities and mix socially with others  

at location or entity Y   
studies at X devotes time and attention to acquiring knowledge on  

an academic subject at entity Y   
superintendent at X is in control of and manages multiple entities   
teacher at X teaches in an education facility Y   
travels to X travels long distance to a relatively far geographic location 
volunteers at X freely offers to take part in an enterprise or undertake 

 a task at entity Y   

 
Sentiment 

agreement alien 
encounter 

ambulance  
ride 

appointment argument/ 
disagreement 

arrest 

asking out athletic 
training 

baby shower blackmail boat trip or 
cruise 

breakfast 

breaking 
up 

bullying bumping into 
each other 

business  
meeting 

Buying or 
selling 

car crash 

car ride caring for 
sick 

charity event chase commute conference 

cooking date day in court delivery of  
mail 

dinner 
conversation 

discovering 
wrongdoing 

dog 
walking 

dressing drinking in pub elevator ride escape factory job 

family 
gathering 

fight firefighting flash mob flirting frightening 
experience 

funeral gardening getting fired getting hired giving a 
speech 

going out 

gossiping greeting grieving home 
showing 

hospital visit hunting/ 
fishing 

intimacy/ 
sex 

job 
interview 

letter 
writing 

lost meeting for 
lunch 

motivational 
conversation 

moving 
(from 

apartment/ 
house) 

observing office job parade parent-teacher 
conference 

party pet training 



planning 
event 

playing political rally promotion proposal recruiting 

religious 
service 

road trip robbery romantic 
conversation 

sales pitch school 
reunion 

sexual 
harassment 

signing a 
contract 

shopping small talk societal 
rejection 

sporting 
event 

stopped by 
police 

studying sunbathing tailgating taking care of 
kids 

talking / 
conversation 

teaching a 
class 

telephone 
conversatio

n 

travel vacation waiting in 
line 

wandering 
around 

(strolling) 
watching 
movie/tv 

wedding Working/job Having lunch 
or dinner 

Going to 
work 

Waking up 

Going to 
bed 

narration     

 
Locations 

airplane church hospital room  street 
apartment circus hotel room outside park studio 
asylum classroom house front park town 
bar closet house picnic bench train station 
barnyard coffee shop in front of a shop playground train 
bathroom dining room indoors pool hall tree 
bedroom dinning table island production studio truck 
bench display screen kitchen raft unknown 
beside lake door front living room restaurant video game arcade 
bike store dressing room medical facility riverbank warehouse 
boat dumpster meeting room rooftop woods 
body shop engine room office room yard 
brick building farm outdoor pay phone shack  
building forest outdoor table sidewalk  
cabin funeral home outdoors night stable  
cafe gangway outdoors stairwell  
camping area garden outside building store  

car hallway outside house street bench  
 


